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Abstract- Array signal processing deals with the manipulation of signals for null steering to reduce interference and to point the
major lobe towards the intended signal. High Resolution signal processing always involves high cost and high computational
complexity. This paper shows the analysis of direction of arrival estimation in smart antenna systems using the high resolution
multiple signal classification (MUSIC) and improved MUSIC algorithm. To show the simulations, MATLAB (R2011a) is used
which offers a lot of instructions and functions which make the simulations more convenient. The simulations show what factors
affects the accuracy, the resolution of the direction of arrival (DOA) estimation and the modifications made to the already existing
algorithm to estimate arrival angles of coherent signals. There are many algorithms which can be used in DOA estimation which
have made great achievements; the most classic algorithm among all is the MUSIC algorithm. As MUSIC algorithm is only
limited to uncorrelated signals, Improved MUSIC algorithm is proposed which can be used for coherent signals also.
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INTRODUCTION
Array signal processing aims at processing signals received
by antenna array, strengthening useful signals, filtering the
interference and noise while at the same time collecting
useful signal parameters [1]. In comparison to the traditional
signal orientation antenna, antenna array can control the
beam flexibility. With higher user density and higher data
rate multipath interference and cross interference become
the main issues. In terms of power consumption, user
capacity and noise suppression smart antenna systems are
predicted to provide much better performance thanother
existing antennas. These advantages of smart antenna
system over other antennas are because of antenna arrays
and digital processing techniques that are used in the
system.
As communication systems use smart antenna systems
which work based on digital signal processing algorithms
they are capable of locating and tracking signals.
Performance of the smart antenna system depends on the
efficiency of digital signal processing algorithms [3].
Dynamic adaptation of the antenna pattern occurs which
enhances the reception direction of the signal of interest and
by steering the nulls to the signal of not interest direction.
As there is high demand on the usage of wireless
communication systems there is a need for higher system
capacities. To improve the system capacity the bandwidth
should be enlarged but this is a hindrance as the
electromagnetic spectrum is a limited resource. So the
existing spectrum should be used more efficiently which is a
challenging task.
The frequency efficiency can be improved by multiple
access techniques. To the existing multiple access
techniques which is Frequency division multiple access
(FDMA), Time division multiple access (TDMA), and Code
division multiple access (CDMA), a new parameter space is
added which results in a new multiple access technique that
is Space division multiple access (SDMA) [3], [6]. At the
receiver side, the transmitted signal is received with its
multipath components along with interference signal and
noise. The detection of only the desired signal is a
challenging task. The smart antenna system employs the
antenna elements and the digital signal processing which
enables it to form a beam to a desired direction. Thus the
signal to interference and noise ratio improves by producing
nulls towards the interferers which is signal of no interest.
However there are many limitations if DOA estimation uses
a fixed antenna. Antenna main lobe beam width is inversely
proportional to its physical shape.
DOA technology research is important in array signal
processing especially the direction of arrival with multiple
signal sources, DOA estimation of broadband signals and
estimation of coherent signal sources.
SYSTEM STRUCTURE OF DOA ESTIMATION
The structure of direction of arrival (DOA) estimation
system is composed of three parts: target stage, observation
stage and estimation stage. Target stage consists of a
complex environment where all the signal parameters are
unknown. Observation stage receives the radiation signals
from the target stage which contains signal characteristics
such as azimuth, elevation, distance and polarization etc.
also the space environment characteristics such as noise and
interference [3]. Apart from these two it also contains the
features of antenna array element such as mutual coupling
and channel inconsistency. Estimation stage uses the
direction of arrival estimation techniques to obtain the signal
parameters.
Fig.1. The system structure of DOA estimation
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A. Factors affecting DOA estimation results
The factors affecting the estimation of angle of arrival are
not only related to just the source of the incoming signal but
also the application environment [1], [10]. A few important
influential factors are-
-Number of array elements: Keeping the other array
parameters constant and increasing the number of array
elements gives a better performance of the algorithm used.
-Snapshots: Keeping the other array parameters constant and
increasing only the number of snapshots, which is the
number of samples, increases the accuracy and resolution.
-Signal to noise ratio: It is observed that at low SNR the
performance of the algorithm reduces.
The simulations showing the change in performance of the
algorithm for variations in the number of elements,
snapshots and SNR are shown.
B. The MUSIC Algorithm
MUSIC is an acronym which stands for Multiple Signal
Classification and it is an Eigen-analysis category of super
resolution algorithm [3], [6]. Though expensive in real
world applications, MUSIC is the most popular and widely
used subspace-based technique to estimate the angles of
arrival of multiple signal sources. It has the following
advantages when it is used to estimate a signal’s DOA:
 The ability to simultaneously measure multiple signals
 High precision measurement
 High resolution for antenna beam signals
C. Flow chart of the MUSIC algorithm
Fig.2. MUSIC algorithm flowchart
MUSIC deals with the decomposition of covariance matrix
into two orthogonal covariance matrices, i.e., signal
subspace and noise subspace [6], [7]. Estimation of DOA is
performed from one of these subspaces, assuming noise in
each channel to be highly uncorrelated [8]. This makes the
covariance matrix diagonal. The following conditions for
the ideal mathematical model of DOA problem are assumed
-Each signal source is narrow band with same centre
frequency and the number of testing signal sources is D.
-Antenna array is uniform linear array which has M array
elements (M>D), with all the elements being isotropic and
having the same characteristics.
-The inter element spacing d is not greater than half the
wavelength of the highest signal frequency.
-The antenna array receives the plane wave signals from the
source.
-Each receiving branch has the same characteristics.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE MUSIC
ALGORITHM
Fig.3. Uniform Linear Array
As seen from the figure of uniform linear array, D signals
are received by an array of M elements with M weights. The
MXM array correlation matrix Rx is given by,
Rx= E [XXH] (1)
Where X=AS+N is the array output and XH is the conjugate
transpose matrix of X. S is the signal strength, N is the noise
and A is the response function of the array element. From
the assumptions made, signal and noise are uncorrelated and
the noise is zero mean white Gaussian noise,
Rx= E [(AS+N) (AS+N) H]
=A E [SSH] AH+ E [NNH]
=ARSAH+RN (2)
Where RS= [SSH] is called the signal correlation matrix.
RN=σ2I is the noise correlation matrix and I is unit matrix of
MXM dimension.
After the covariance decomposition it is observed that the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are arranged in ascending
order. Here the larger values correspond to signal and M-D
smaller values correspond to noise. If eigenvectors are given
by V= [e1, e2, e3,...,eM], then the matrix V can be divided into
two orthogonal subspaces V=[VN VS]. The subspace VN is
the noise subspace having M-D eigenvectors representing
the noise and VS is the signal subspace representing the
signals arrived. The noise subspace VN is a matrix of
dimension ( − ) and the signal subspace matrix
dimension is (MXD). The assumption which MUSIC
algorithm is based on implies that the eigenvectors
corresponding to the noise subspace are orthogonal to the
array steering vectors which is represented by a(θ) at the
different angles of arrival of the signals θ1,θ2,…θD.
If a(θ) is orthogonal to each column of the noise subspace
VN then the value of the denominator is zero in the spatial
spectrum equation Pmu(θ) which is given by,= 1( ) ( )
But as there is existence of noise to some extent, the
value of Pmu is a minimum. Arrival angle is estimated by
observing the peaks of the spectrum.
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IMPROVED MUSIC ALGORITHM
There are certain limitations of the MUSIC algorithm even
though it is high resolution to direction of arrival estimation
[9]. It can be used only with uncorrelated signals. For the
correlated signal sources the MUSIC algorithm performance
deteriorates or is even lost completely. So the improved
MUSIC algorithm uses conjugate reconstruction of the data
matrix of MUSIC algorithm for estimation of angles of
arrival for correlated signals. Consider the Mth order anti-
matrix J given by, 0 … 0 10 … 1 01 … 0 0
Let Y=JX* where X* is the complex conjugate of X=AS+N,
then the covariance of data matrix Y is given by,
RY= E[YYH]=JRX*J (3)
By taking the sum of RX and RY reconstructed conjugate
matrix can be obtained as,
R=Rx+Ry=ARsAH+J[ARsAH]*J+2σ2I
The new noise subspace of R=RX+RY is used to get the
spatial spectrum and estimate the direction of arrival angles
by observing the peaks.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section MATLAB simulations are depicted to show
the performance of MUSIC and improved MUSIC algorithm
by varying the factors which they depend upon. In the entire
simulations uniform linear array is taken into consideration.
The additive background random noise is assumed to be
white complex Gaussian with zero mean.
The first simulation shown in Fig. 4 depicts two signals
which are recognized by MUSIC algorithm.
Fig.4. DOA Estimationbased on MUSIC algorithm
Two independent narrow band signals are considered with
incident angles at 25˚  and 50˚ respectively. The two incident
signals are not correlated. Noise is ideal white Gaussian
white noise with SNR 20dB. Element spacing is half of the
input signal wavelength. Number of elements in the array is
10 and number of snapshots is 200. As seen from the figure
the number of desired signals and direction of incidence
angle can be well estimated.
Fig.5 shows the performance of MUSIC algorithm for
direction of arrival estimation due to the influence of
number of elements in the array.For incident angles 20˚, 50˚
and 80˚, keeping the other array parameters constant, the
observation for different number of elements in an array is
shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. Simulation DOA estimation for different number
of array elements
As observed the beam width becomes narrower as the
number of elements keeps on increasing. But more the
number of elements leads to more number of computations
and more time for processing.
In Fig. 6. (a) it is seen that the estimation is impossible as
the angles of incidence 20˚, 21˚ and 22˚ considered have a
very small separation of 1˚ and the number of elements
taken into consideration is 15. In Fig. 6. (b) for the same
angles of incidence the number of elements is increased to
50 and in Fig. 6. (c) the number of elements is again
increased further to 150. From the three simulations it is
observed that in the last simulation even though the
separation between the angles of incidence is the least
possible, the estimation can still be done as the three angles
can be differentiated. Hence it is observed that the least
possible separation in the angle of incidence to determine
the direction of arrival efficiently depends on the number of





Fig. 6. Simulation to depict the least possible separation of
angles of arrival.
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In Fig. 7. the variation in the performance of the direction of
arrival estimation for different element spacing is shown.
With increse in element spacing the resolution of the
MUSIC algorithm improves but when the spacing is greater
than half the wavelenth there are false peaks which appear
and hence the estimation of the desired signal becomes
impossible.
Fig. 7. Simulation of MUSIC for variation in element spacing
The simulation of variation in the performance of MUSIC
algorithm for different number of samples is shown in Fig.
8.
Fig. 8.Simulation of MUSIC for different samples
Keeping all the other array parameters such as number of
elements, inter element spacing, SNR, etc., constant it is
observed that by increasing the number of samples taken to
discretize the signal the beam width gets narrower. Hence
the accuracy of the MUSIC algorithm also increases.
In Fig. 9. simulation of the performance of MUSIC
algorithm for varying SNR whereas keeping other
parameters of the array constant is shown. With the other
factors of the array unchanged it is seen that the beam width
becomes narrower as SNR increases and the accuracy of the
algorithm also increases.
Fig. 9. Simulation showing MUSIC for different SNR
Simulation shown in the Fig. 10 indicates that the greater the
difference between the incident angles better will be the
performance of the algorithm and direction of the signal is
clearer.
Fig. 10. Simulation showing how incident angle
difference effects MUSIC.
From the simulation shown in Fig. 11, it is observed that
MUSIC algorithm cannot be used for estimation of angle of
arrival of coherent signal sources.
Fig. 11. MUSIC algorithm for coherent signals
We can infer from the simulation that there are false peaks
which appear which causes the visibility of the diection of
signal arrival to deteriorate and the incident angles 25˚ and
50˚  cannot be differntiated. Hence, MUSIC loses its
effectiveness in such a case. Therefore, for coherent signals
direction of arrival estimtion a modified and improved
MUSIC algorithm is used which estimates the coherent
signals more accurately.
The simulation of the improved MUSIC algorithm is shown
in Fig. 12. Keeping the number of array elements as 10,
samples as 200, incident angles at 25˚  and 50˚ and element
spacing at half the wavelength, only the signal frequency is
consired to be the same to indicate coherence.
Fig. 12. Improved MUSIC algorithm
It is observed that there is a clear separation in the peaks
showing the incident angles and hence the accuracy
increases greatly when improved MUSIC is used for
direction of arrival estimation of coherent signals.
In Fig. 13. the  simulation of improved MUSIC for three
incident signals 25˚, 30˚ and 45˚ with two signals being
coherent and number of elements taken as 10 whereas
keeping the other factors constant is shown.
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Fig. 13. Simulation of Improved MUSIC for three incident
angles.
It is observed from the simulation that the angles 25˚ and
30˚ are not clearly differntiable. Hence by increasing the
number of elements to 40 in the array the resolution and
accuracy is increased as shown in Fig. 14. The peaks are
more clearly visible for the same angles of incidence that is,
25˚, 30˚ and 45˚, keeping SNR at 20dB and element interval
constant at half the wavelenth. Hence the accuracy of
estimation increases for small incidence angle separation at
the cost of increase in processing time and complexity.
Fig. 14. Improved MUSIC by increasing number of
elements
In Fig. 15. (a) and (b) a comparison of MUSIC and
improved MUSIC for three uncorrelated signals is shown.
The incident angles 25˚ , 40˚, 60˚ along with 20 elements in
the array are considered.
Fig. 15. (a) MUSIC algorithm
Fig 15. (b) Improved MUSIC
Also it is inferred from the simulations that apart from better
performance for correlated signals, improved MUSIC is
used to increase the accuracy in case of uncorrelated signals.
For the same angles of incidence and other factors of the
array improved MUSIC algorithm accuracy for arrival angle
estimation increases compared to MUSIC.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Though a vast variety of DOA estimation techniques are
available the accuracy and higher resolution with lesser time
needed for processing should be given importance. In this
paper an extensive simulation results is demonstrated to
show the performance of MUSIC algorithm when the
factors affecting the direction of arrival angle is varied. It is
observed that MUSIC though is a high resolution subspace
algorithm; it cannot be used effectively to estimate the
angles of arrival of coherent signals.
Hence, an improvised version of MUSIC with slight
modifications is used to increase the accuracy of the
estimation for coherent signals and a comparison of the
simulations show that it can be used in the design of smart
antenna system.
In case of improved MUSIC algorithm it is found that the
improved MUSIC works well for estimation of angles of
arrival for many incident signals even if they are coherent in
nature. But at the same time if the separation between the
incident angles is less, the efficient estimation is not
possible as the peaks are very close to each other. This is
overcome by changing the other factors affecting the overall
system such as by increasing the number of elements in the
array which again is a drawback as processing time
increases. Hence at the cost of number of elements in the
array, size of antenna and processing speed the performance
of the algorithms used to estimate the DOA is increased. A
limitation of the improved MUSIC algorithm is that it
cannot estimate the DOA if there are two desired signals
arriving at the same angle of incidence. Another possibility
is that the desired signal may arrive at the same angle as that
of an interferer. These limitations in the real time
applications should be overcome to avoid loss of
information.
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